We find and discuss an unexpected (to us) order n cyclic group of automorphisms of the Lie algebra Iu n :" u n˙un , where u n is the Lie algebra of upper triangular nˆn matrices. Our results also extend to gl n`, a "solvable approximation" of gl n , as defined within.
Given any Lie algebra a one may form its "inhomogeneous version" Ia :" a˙a˚, its semidirect product with its dual a˚where a˚is considered as an Abelian Lie 1 algebra and a acts on a˚via the coadjoint action. (Over R if a " so 3 then a˚" R 3 and so Ia " so 3˙R 3 is the Lie algebra of the Euclidean group of rotations and translations, explaining the name).
In general, we care about Ia. It is a special case of the Drinfel'd double / Manin triple construction [Dr, ES] when the cobracket is 0. These Lie algebras occur in the study of the Kashiwara-Vergne problem [BN1, BND2] and they provide the simplest quantum algebra context for the Alexander polynomial [BN2, BND1] . We care especially for the case where a is a Borel subalgebra of a semi-simple Lie algebra (e.g., upper triangular matrices) as then the algebras Ia are the " 0 "base case" for "solvable approximation" [BV1, BV2, BV3, BN3, BN4, BN5], and their automorphisms are expected to become symmetries of the resulting knot invariants.
Let u n be the Lie algebra of upper triangular nˆn matrices. Beyond inner automorphisms, u n and hence Iu n has one obvious and expected anti-automorphism Φ corresponding to flipping matrices along their anti-main-diagonal, as shown in the first image of Figure 1 . With x ij denoting the nˆn matrix with 1 in position pijq and zero everywhere else (i ď j in u n ), Φ is given by x ij Þ Ñ x n`1´j,n`1´i .
There clearly isn't an automorphism of u n that acts by "sliding down and right parallel to the main diagonal", as in the second image in Figure 1 . Where would the last column go? Yet the sliding map, when restricted to where it is clearly defined (u n with the last column excluded), does extend to an automorphism of Iu n as in the theorem below. While the proof is trivial, we don't feel that we fully understand Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. With the basis tx ij u 1ďiăjďn Yta i " x ii u 1ďiďn for u n and dual basis tx ji u 1ďiăjďn Y tb i u 1ďiďn for un (and duality xx kl , x ij y " δ li δ jk , xb i , a j y " 2δ ij , 2 and xx ji , a k y " xb k , x ij y " 0), the map Ψ : Iu n Ñ Iu n defined by "incrementing all indices by 1 mod n" (precisely, if ψ is the single-cycle permutation ψ " p123 . . . nq then Ψ is defined by Ψpx ij q " x ψpiqψpjq , Ψpa i q " a ψpiq , and Ψpb i q " b ψpiq ) is a Lie algebra automorphism of Iu n . Figure 1 . An expected anti-automorphism (left), an unexpected automorphism (middle), and an alternative presentation of the "layers" table (right).
Note that our choice of bases, using similar symbols x ij / x ji for the non-diagonal matrices and their duals, hides the intricacy of Ψ; e.g., Ψ : x n´1,n Þ Ñ x n1 maps an element of u n to an element of un (also see Figure 1 , right).
It may be tempting to think that Ψ has a simple explanation in gl n language: u n is a subset of gl n , gl n has a metric (the Killing form) such that the dual of x ij is x ji as is the case for us, and every permutation of the indices induces an automorphism of gl n . But this explains nothing and too much: nothing because the bracket of Iu n simply isn't the bracket of gl n (even away from the diagonal matrices), and too much because every permutation of indices induces an automorphism of gl n , whereas only ψ and its powers induce automorphisms of Iu n . Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that as a vector space Iu n " u n ' un, yet with bracket rpx, gq, py, gqs " prx, ys, x¨g´y¨f q where¨denotes the coadjoint action, px¨f qpvq " f prv, xsq. With that and some case checking and explicit computations, the commutation relations of Iu n are given by rx ij , x kl s " χ λpx ij q`λpx kl qăn pδ jk x il´δli x kj q unless both j " k and l " i,
where χ is the indicator function of truth, χ 5ă7 " 1 while χ 7ă5 " 0, and where λpx ij q is the "length" of x ij , defined by λpx ij q :"
It is easy to verify that the length λpx ij q is Ψ-invariant, and hence everything in (1) is Ψ-equivariant.
l Iu n is a solvable Lie algebra (as a semi-direct product of solvable with Abelian, and as will be obvious from the table below). It is therefore interesting to look at the structure of its commutator subgroups. This structure is summarized in the following table (an alternative view is in Figure 1 ‚ Apart for the treatment of the a i 's and the b i 's, layer"length" λpx ij q. ‚ The layers indicate a filtration; each layer should be considered to contain all the ones below it. The generators marked at each layer generate it modulo the layers below. ‚ The bracket of an element at layer p with an element of layer q is in layer p`q (and it must vanish if p`q ą n). ‚ If p ě 2, every generator in layer p is the bracket of a generator in layer 1 with a generator in layer p´1. ‚ In layer p, the first n´p generators indicated belong to u n and the last p belong to un.
So as we go down, un slowly "overtakes" the table. ‚ The automorphism Ψ acts by following the arrows and shifting every generator one step to the right (and pushing the rightmost generator in each layer back to the left). ‚ The anti-automorphism Φ acts by mirroring the u n part of each layer left to right and by doing the same to the un part, without mixing the two parts. ‚ Note that Iu n can be metrized by pairing the u n summand with the un one. The metric only pairs generators indicated in layer p with generators indicated in layer pn´pq. Note also that the brackets of the generators indicated in layer 1 yield the generators indicated in layer 2 as follows:
(with the diagram continued cyclically). The symmetry group of the above cycle is the dihedral group D n and this strongly suggests that the group of outer automorphisms and anti-automorphisms of Iu n (all automorphisms and anti-automorphisms modulo inner automorphisms) is D n , generated by Φ and Ψ. We did not endeavor to prove this formally.
Extension. The Drinfel'd double / Manin triple construction [Dr, ES] , when applied to u n , is a way to reconstruct gl n from its subalgebras of upper triangular matrices u n and lower triangular matrices l n . Precisely, one endows the vector space g " u n ' l n with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form by declaring that the subspaces u n and l n are isotropic (xu n , u n y " xl n , l n y " 0) and by setting xx kl , x ij y " δ li δ jk , xb i , a j y " 2δ ij , and xx ji , a k y " xb k , x ij y " 0 as in Theorem 1 and where a i stands for the diagonal matrix x ii considered as an element of u n and b i stands for the same matrix as an element of l n . There is then a unique bracket on g that extends the brackets on the summands u n and l n and relative to which the inner product of g is invariant. With our judicious choice of bilinear form, this bracket on g satisfies the Jacobi identity and turns g into a Lie algebra isomorphic to gl n`" gl n ' h 1 n , where h 1 n denotes a second copy of the diagonal matrices in gl n . We let gl n`b e the Inonu-Wigner [IW] contraction of g along its l n summand, with parameter . 3 All that this means is that the bracket of l n gets multiplied by to give l n , and then the Drinfel'd double / Manin triple construction is repeated starting with u n ' l n , without changing the bilinear form. The result is a Lie algebra gl n`o ver the ring of polynomials in which specializes to Iu n at " 0 and which is isomorphic to gl n ' h 1 n when is invertible. 4 We care about gl n`a lot [BV1, BV2, BV3, BN3, BN4, BN5]; when reduced modulo k`1 " 0 for some natural number k it becomes solvable, and hence a "solvable approximation" of gl n with applications to computability of knot invariants.
Theorem 2. With the same conventions as in Theorem 1 the map Ψ is also a Lie algebra automorphism of gl n`.
Proof.
By some case checking and explicit computations, the commutation relations of gl n`a re given by rx ij , x kl s " χ λpx ij q`λpx kl qăn pδ jk x il´δli x kj q unless both j " k and l " i,
where χ True " 1 and χ False " . These relations are clearly Ψ-equivariant. l Note 1. There is of course an "sl" version of everything, in which linear combinations ř α i a i and ř β i b i are allowed only if ř α i " ř β i " 0, with obvious modifications throughout.
Note 2. At n " 2 and " 0, the algebra sl 0 2`i s the "diamond Lie algebra" of [Ki, Chapter 4 .3], which is sometimes called "the Nappi-Witten algebra" [NW] : With a " pa 1á 2 q{2, x " x 12 , y " x 21 , and b " pb 1´b2 q{2, it is xa, x, y, by{ pra, xs " x, ra, ys "´y, rx, ys " b, rb,´s " 0q .
Here Φ : pa, x, y, bq Þ Ñ p´a, x, y,´bq and Ψ : pa, x, y, bq Þ Ñ p´a, y, x,´bq. The permutation ψ and the automorphism Ψ: The bracket is anti-symmetric at n = 4:
In[ ]:= n = 4; Short @ Out[ ]//Short= {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 364, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
The bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity (strictly, we very Jacobi only for n = 6, but three basis elements may involve at most 6 distinct indices, so this is general):
